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ABSTRACT
Incremental Compilation At A Remote Terminal
by
RICHARD WAYNE WHITE

Incremental compilation is a very effective software development
technique.

It has been successfully implemented in several existing

compilers and time sharing systems.

The idea of placing an

incremental compiler at a remote terminal is discussed in this thesis.
This thesis develops the structural guidelines necessary for a system
design which separates the compiler software physically from the
execution hardware.

The remote terminal, while having the

responsibility of supporting incremental compilation, must also handle
editing and syntax checking.

The mainframe computer will be used to

support the execution of the intermediate compiled code generated by
the remote terminal.

This paper presents the techniques for using an

interpreter, resident in the mainframe, to link the remote compiler
with the execution process.

General interpreter software design is

considered first, then a particular interpreter written for Dartmouth
BASIC is presented along with a description of the communication link
for the remote terminal to mainframe hookup.
In order to evaluate the system design, several performance
criterion like user productivity, response time, programming cost are

defined.

These measures of performance relate to the most effective

method of using existing computer facilities with relatively inexpensive
software and hardware modifications.

This thesis considers the

effect of remote incremental compilation on the total programmercomputer interactive system.

The advantages of the design are outlined

and weighed against the cost of modifying the present computer systems.
Finally, the language processing of BASIC in an interpretive environment
is illustrated in detail.
The concept of remote incremental compilation is a realistic and
effective improvement in the field of interactive program development.
The software simulation of the BASIC interpreter has shown that the
proposed design can be feasibly supported by the mainframe computer.

Chapter I
Introduction

1-1

Aim
The goal of the research reported herein was to develop and

evaluate system concepts for incremental compilation at a remote terminal.
The cost of developing software has increased drastically during the past
decade.

Software costs are determined by a number of factors.

In

addition to the obvious cost of programming and machine processing there
are also the less obvious costs of documentation and program modification.
Lack of program clarity increases the need for extensive documentation
and increases the time required for program debugging.

According to

Gear [1] :
"Debugging, which is unproductive in itself, can use up much
of the programer's time as well as that of the machines.
(50 percent of the total is not untypical)".
Structured programming is an area under increased study, in which
efforts have been made to improve program clarity and therefore reduce
the mushrooming software cost.

Structured programming has been

widely misunderstood for the lack of a concrete definition.
definition by Hoare

The following

[2] may clarify the term structured programming:

"The task of organizing one's thoughts in a way that leads, in
a reasonable time to understand an expression of a computing
task has come to be called structured programming. "
Timesharing is another area where an effort to improve software
development has been made.

Timesharing was developed to provide a new
1-
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mode of "machine-aided problem solving" [3].

A programmer can sit

down at a terminal and in a single session write, debug and execute a new
program.

In this way the programmer has better contact with the

problem of program development.

The field of software development

tools is readily amenable to reorganization and improvements.
Specialized software and hardware designed to improve programmer
productivity are essential in reducing the costs of program development.
In the past, the availability of processing power for specialized
task execution at a remote terminal could not weigh in balance with the
economics of more general processing power at a larger computer
installation.

The technological advances in large scale integrated

microprocessor chips has made the economics of devoting processing
power to a remote terminal more attractive.

Microprocessors were

developed as an alternative to special purpose random logic hardware in
applications where high computation rates are not required.

A typical

device contains a CPU with several general purpose registers, a small
stack and full arithmetic and logical capabilities -- all on a single chip
and at a cost ranging from $50.00 to $400. 00.

With the development of

the powerful and inexpensive microprocessor chips (e.g. the Intel 8080)
hardware systems can be developed which support specialized software,
and done so without overwhelming concern for the hardware cost. Current
microprocessors have inherent physical limitations such as slow
processing speed and a small amount of internal memory.
2-
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These short-

comings are more than offset by the chip's low cost and their suitability
for a variety of application areas.

1-2

Historical Trends
Several ironic trends are discernable in the history of computer

development.

Initially hardware was the major design constraint;

computers were designed primarily from the hardware point of view.
Software development and the system users were left to fend as best
they could with the cumbersome machine code required to drive the
hardware.

With the advances of technological skills, hardware

consideration became secondary in the development of a programable
computer system.

Large program language compilers were written to

handle the interface between the hardware and the programming
language user.

These compilers were typically written to handle the

large amount of machine code with little thought given to the users needs.
The sheer size of the compilers for Fortran and PL/I lend to much
confusion.
In recent years the cycle has become complete with new emphasis
on user efficiency and user productivity.

Software and hardware have

become secondary considerations to be developed after user requirements
have been established.

Increased user productivity has been sighted as

the keystone for future improvements in computer application.
The technological sophistication of present computer construction
has far outstripped the user's ability to make efficient use of available
3-
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resources.

There has been little breakthrough in the area of automated

program synthesis and learning machines.

Until computers are

completely self-programed, people will have to construct the algorithms
which make the computation power gained by computers a useful tool.
Techniques for efficient programming and for assuring program
correctness are currently under investigation.

Until now, experience

has been the best guide line for the programmer to follow.

Structured

programming has helped in standardizing the programming problem
solving format.

There is still however, a need for standardized

guidelines which can direct a programmer from a specific problem to a
logical program to solve that problem.

The intangible aspects of

programming have made this field more of an art than a science.
Programmers must be creative and logical both at the same time to
produce efficient solutions.

This creative nature requires a great deal

of computer-user interaction.
To develop totally new software and hardware to comply with user
needs would be an unrealistic goal at this time because of the amount of
resources already designed and in widespread use.

It is therefore

desirable to investigate concepts for aiding software development within
the framework of current computer systems.

Existing facilities must be

undated to increase user productivity and therefore the effectiveness of
the entire system.

4-
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1-3

User Productivity
Programmer productivity is measured in terms of the time, effort

and inconvenience that the programmer undergoes while developing a
correct working program.

Under most present systems programs can be

developed either through batch or timesharing. Timesharing
is the area to be further studied, for only timesharing gives the user a
dynamic environment.

Foremost of the productivity factors in a time¬

sharing system is the efficient utilization of the time and energy involved
in using a remote on-line terminal to develop working programs.

This

process should allow the user to make modifications and corrections
during the program debugging process without considerable time delays.
This form of communication we will choose to call user interaction.
Productivity when it involves people encompasses the entire field
of human - machine psychology.

The field of computer psychology seems

completely void of any significant research.

If we view the computer as a

tool, this tool has been developed without any consideration to the
psychological reaction users may encounter while attempting to use the
leverage gained by such a tool.

Computer manufacturers have assumed

that users will be able to adapt to fit the structure of the system.
Operating systems have been designed to give priority to batch processing thus
reducing the program execution interaction.

Long turn around times

(period between the program job input and the output response) are the
inevitable result of batch processing queues and have forced the programmer
5-
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to sit idle.

Timesharing systems have attempted to correct some of
11 11

these problems but they are still inefficient because of the tack-on

nature of support they receive from the central computer's operating
system.

The production of software improvements has fallen far

behind the production of the super machines such as the tLLIAC IV
the CDC 7600 and the Texas Instrument ASC computer [4].

The

interaction with the user has been avoided while the sheer computation
power has been expanded.

Because most of the user's interaction with

the computer involves the use of a compiler, it is natural to investigate
the potential of an interactive compiler to increase programmer
productivity.
There has been a recognized need for many years to develop a
compiler which would produce more efficient program production.

IBM

developed the OS/360 PL/I checkout compiler [5] in 1971 with this goal
in mind.

The checkout compiler was designed to help the programmer

produce correct programs.

An interactive error recovery system was

designed into the compiler where specialized error messages were used
to facilitate the problem of assuring program correctness.

Incremental

compilers were also developed to help in the production of correct
programs [6].

1-4

Incremental compilers at a remote terminal
The concept of incremental compilation is a relatively new field.

Several papers have discussed the concepts of incremental compilation [7].
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Several incremental compilers have been written and are currently
operational [8].

Fundamentally, an incremental compiler compiles a

source program on a statement block-by-statement block basis and
immediately alerts the user of any local syntax errors.

These errors

can be corrected before further statements are entered in the source
program.

Upon generating the code for each statement block, it is

made available for execution.

Substantial time savings may be obtained

by handling correct source program statements only once.

The

incremental compiler has facilities available for making program
insertions, deletions and general program experimentation, all without
a substantial penalty for recompiling the entire program.

It may be

argued that incremental compilation is not of significant value in systems
which have extremely fast compilers.

This argument is true

if we consider only batch environments, but in the timesharing
environments many other factors make incremental compilation very
attractive.

More important to our project is the increased user-

compiler interaction which can take place in the incremental compiler
environment.
Our idea is to use incremental compilation at a remote terminal;
to our knowledge^this approach is new.

The idea is motivated by the

apparent need for incremental compilation as a user interaction tool and
the computation power we can now economically devote to a terminal to
accomplish this task.

7-
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1-5

Guide to thesis
Chapter II continues the discussion of remote incremental

compilation, and specifies some of the specific functions of the remote
terminal.

Chapter III breaks the design discussion of the remote

terminal and the central computer and focuses in on the functions of
an interpreter at the mainframe computer.

In Chapter IV the internal

working of the communication link, PL/l subroutine, and internal
symbol tables are clarified.

Chapter V illustrates some of the execution

routines used by the BASIC interpreter.

Chapter VI summarizes the

results of the remote incremental compilation design.
referred to in this thesis as Basic.

8-
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BASIC shall be

Chapter II
Remote Incremental Compilation

2-1

Design Goals
The initial phase of study was directed toward the development of

a compiler simulation to determine the utility of remote incremental
compilation.

Little research has been reported in the area of remote

language preprocessing, so a simulation of the system was deemed
essential to evaluate the eventual effects of various design trade offs.
The design of a system for remote incremental compilation involves a
number of specific functional requirements.

These design requirements

are derived from the actual system configuration desired and the
problems to be solved by such a system.

Of primary importance is the

problem of increasing user productivity while reducing the total cost of
programming.

The cost of programming at a remote terminal system

are the hardware costs of the terminal and the processing time used on
the central mainframe computer.
It was assumed that quick response time in a terminal timesharing
system is a fundamental requirement for increased user productivity.
The term "response time", as used in this thesis refers to the time
required for computer-to-terminal interaction.

Studies have shown that

rapid response time improves user productivity significantly.
response time is a major design consideration.

Therefore

Incremental compilation,

as discussed earlier, is also a desirable feature to improve user productivity

9-
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and therefore becomes a design requirement.

The remote terminal must

be able to handle editing and syntax checking on a line-by-line basis in
order to support incremental compilation and improve the cost of using
the central computer.

2-2

Implementation of design requirements
Response time was one of the first considerations in forming the

actual remote incremental compilation system configuration.

Response time

is a function of the amount of data transferred and the amount of
processing the central computer (mainframe) must perform.
There ar^ of course, many other factors which determine response
time.

Most of these factors are linked directly to the design of the

central computer's operating system.

While operating system changes

would improve some of the problems of poor response time, this was
not the approach taken.

Instead the design of the remote incremental

compilation system is intended to compliment the existing facilities.
If the amount of data transferred to and from the terminal is reduced
and the amount of processing done at the mainframe computer is
reduced then response time should be improved.
The work done prior to the processing at the mainframe central
system shall be called preprocessing.

The preprocessing terminal

will be a single minicomputer-to-user interface.

This insures a

devoted environment with rapid keyboard-user response.

The programmer

using this terminal will spend most of his time and effort in developing a
10-
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syntactically

correct program.

The preprocessing terminal should be

able to edit programs, perform line-by-line syntax checking and compile
source code incrementally.

Under such a system, the user should be

able to make the most efficient use of time and energy to develop a
working program.

The remote terminal should completely free the

mainframe computer from the burden of processing new source program
code.

The mainframe computer should be called upon only to execute

syntactically correct,parsed programs.

The advantages of such a design

are obvious, especially when viewed from the standard terminal time¬
sharing environment presently available.

The process of developing a

working program under timesharing involves many built-in operating
delays and the slow procedure of swapping resident compilers in and out
of the terminal's work space.
The preprocessing remote terminal will perform the specialized
tasks for which it is best suited.

The program debugging process

requires relatively simple compiler software, which can be executed on
a microprocessor based terminal. The devoted terminal allows program
insertions and deletions to be made without long delays caused by main¬
frame recompilation and timesharing.

No recompilation should be

necessary because the mainframe computer is called to execute a parsed
corrected source program.

The central computer has the power to access

many specialized software routines and input-output hardcopy facilities.
This removes the necessity of duplicating resources at the terminal and
11-
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storing large software routines, such as floating point multiplication in
the limited terminal memory.
The communication link between the terminal and the central
computer is improved by the sheer reduction in the amount of inter¬
action necessary to produce a working program.

Transfer of information

from the preprocesser terminal to the mainframe computer need only
occur twice : once to begin the execution of the debugged compiled
program and once to receive the final program output.

That portion of

the compiler software, other than the syntax checking, resident in the
mainframe will depend heavily on the type of incremental compilation
implemented; an indepth study is necessary to optimize the usage of
compiler software in the preprocessor and at the mainframe.
In order to understand these design considerations it is mandatory
to understand the fundamental execution process of both the mainframe
and the remote preprocessor.

Because this thesis is mainly concerned

with the software development at the mainframe the next chapter shall
clarify the execution process.

12-
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Chapter III
Interpreters

3 -1

Modeling machine code executions
The execution process at the mainframe computer is the area to

be analyzed further.

A model of program execution can be thought of as

progressing from program source code through compilation to assembly
or machine code and finally to hardware execution.

Generally,

compilers accept source code, parse it, and generate assembly
language or machine code.

If assembly language is generated, an

assembler is called upon to convert the assembly language to machine
code.

The machine code is then established in memory by a loader and

execution begins.
Executing machine code or assembly language can be modeled as
an interpretive system as illustrated in Figure [3.1].

Interpreters are

not the most widely understood form of compiler software, so a brief
description of the term is appropriate:
"An interpreter is a program which executes statements in
a language by decoding each statement and immediately
executing it. "
Gear [9]
The obvious similarity in this definition and in the interpretive
model is that the assembly or machine code corresponds to the decoded
statements and the machine hardware performs the immediate
execution.

Because most of the compilation is to be done at the remote

preprocessor, we must focus on the execution process of the compiled
13-
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code in order to gain insight into what portion of the compilation can be
done at the mainframe computer.

There is a need for software flexibility

at the mainframe execution because of the nature of incremental
compilation.

Increments of compiled source program must be executable

blocks of code and maybe completely independent of other increments.
The interpreter model of assembler-to-hardware execution shows little
flexibility: there is a one way execution path taken once the machine
code is generated.
Inserting a full interpreter between the compilation and the hard¬
ware execution is the usual method used to obtain, the desired flexibility.
The inserted interpreter breaks the assembler-to-hardware interface by
adding a comprehensive software package, which is very flexible.

The

interpreter interface system is illustrated in figure [3.2].

3-2

Interpreters
Interpreters are composed basically of two parts, a scanner and a

group of executing software routines.

The decoding of each source

statement by the interpreter corresponds to scanning the input statement
and then building a parsed tree structure.

See figure [3.3],

The scanner

then calls the execution routines which process the tree structure.
is an example of a complete source program-to-tree structure.

APL

An

example of the APL interpreter execution process can be shown by the
diagram in figure [3.4].
figure [3.5],

The interpreter builds a tree, as illustrated in

and executes the branches.
-14i
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addition operator routines along with the corresponding symbol table
locations for A and B.
Another type of interpreter operates on an intermediate code
instead of the source program statement.

An example of this type of

interpreter is found in the IBM Checkout Compiler.
IBM's Checkout Compiler [10], developed in 1971, uses an
interpreter to execute a compiled intermediate code called "HEXT”.
This particular design is very similar to the separation of compiler
processing tasks that is needed in the remote terminal design.

The

differences in the design requirements, aside from incremental
compilation, in the remote system and the checkout compiler, are
caused by the actual physical separation of the terminal in the remote
system.

Since the checkout compiler is a simpler system we shall

discuss it first.
The checkout compiler was designed to compile PL/l source
programs into an intermediate code (I-code) and then execute the code
interpretively.

The interpreter maintains an identification with the

PL/l source statement variables through the compiled internal code
(I-code).

This identification allows accurate error messages to be

generated during interpreter execution.

The messages are keyed in

terms of the original variable names used in the input PL/l statement.
Unlike most compilers which lose the direct link to the source program
statement after compilation is completed, the checkout compiler maintains
15-
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this connection until the final execution is completed.

The original

purpose of the checkout compiler design was to facilitate error
recovery and error messages after execution has begun.

Although our

own compiler design does not require accurate error messages, the
incremental nature does require specialized linkage between the source
statement and the final execution process.

Figure [3.6] shows the

design structure of the checkout compiler.
The interpreter in the checkout compiler has a scanner which
moves a cursor over the internal I-code and invokes the appropriate
interpreter routines that operate through the internal form and symbol
table to process data.

The interpreter routines, while simulating the

effect of the assembler-to-hardware model, have built-in software
algorithms which incorporate flexibility.
is in the following figure [3.7].
figure [3.7],

An example of this flexibility

In the case of addition, the example in

the addition routine when invoked must be capable of

choosing the type of addition intended by the programmer,
point, floating point, etc.

e.g. fixed

The addition routine is able to choose the

correct type of addition necessary from the variables themselves.
A clue to where the work is done in the compiler-to-interpreter
system can be found in the HEXT I-code.

A 3-address form of I-code

is used in most of the HEXT generated by the front-end compiler [11].

16-
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This form can be represented by the following chart, in which temporary
results are given explicit names;
A

s

B +

C x

D;

The three address form parses the above statement into two
3-address Hext block increments.

Multiply

C

Add

B

Temporary (Tj)

D
Temporary (Ti)

A

The 3-address form uses explicit tempories identified by the
compiler before execution time.
If the 3-address form is
compared to polish notation in which the temporaries are
explicit, the differences are obvious.
C
D
MULTIPLY
B
ADD
A
ASSIGN

Although Polish notation is a more elegant way of representing the source
statement, it was not used because of the extra processing time the
interpreter must spend computing the attributes of all the temporary
locations.

The front-end Checkout compiler is designed to perform most

of the required language processing.
interpreter.

This eases the work load at the

The interpreter incorporates decision making power on a

line-by-line basis for the generated I-code.

This line-by-line process

corresponds to the increment-by-increment execution necessary in
incremental compilation.

Using an interpreter does however cause a
17-
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number of problems not found In standard compiler designs.
3-4

System Design
The first design consideration which must be decided in a compiler-

to-interpreter system is the work separation.

What amount of

compilation should be done at the front-end compiler stage and what
amount should be handled by the interpreter?

Since the remote

incremental compiler involves a physical separation of the two processes,
the work load consideration is critical.

The compiler stage of the

system will correspond to the remote preprocessor and the interpreter
will correspond to the mainframe computer.

The compiler-interpreter

system lends the ideal structure to separate the language processing
from the remote terminal to the mainframe.

The only link necessary

between the two processors is the I-code generated by the remote
terminal compiler.
The intermediate code is a direct result of design considerations
as to where the language processing work is performed.

Editing and

syntax checking have already been assigned to the remote preprocesseor.
This leaves the incremental compilation work to be divided between the
preprocessor and the interpreter resident in the mainframe.

The design

requirements of user interaction and incremental compilation make it
necessary to perform a large amount of the language processing at the
remote terminal.

The degree of language processing at the preprocess¬

ing terminal determines the amount of compilation done at the interpreter.
18-
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A consideration which must also be weighed as a direct result of work
load separation is the format of the I-code.

The I-code grows larger

as more compilation is done at the preprocessor.

This is an obvious

result of more information content in the compiled I-code.
These considerations give the basis for developing a compiler interpreter system.

The most important consideration in building such

a specialized system is the language implemented.

Basic 6th edition

Dartmouth [12] was chosen to be the source language.

Basic is a widely

used language readily amenable to incremental compilation.

A system

for incremental compilation of Basic should allow us to evaluate the
viability of increment compilation for all languages.

Basic is a good

language for beginner programmers, and offers a good testing ground
for evaluation of the concept of remote incremental compilation.
next chapter the Basic interpreter will be discussed.

19-
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Chapter IV
Interpreting Compiled I-code

4-1

Input I-code file
This is a description of a Basic interpreter written in PL/l on

the IBM 370/155

system.

The first aspect considered in this

interpreter system is the communications between the preprocessor
terminal and the IBM mainframe computer.

The present Rice IBM

system configuration allows communication between remote terminals
and the mainframe through input/output dataset files.

The diagram in

figure [4.1] represents the file I/O system through the timesharing
option (TSO) and the mainframe.
The remote terminal of the system design will perform editing,
syntax checking and incremental compilation.
be sent in various size blocks to the input file.

The I-code generated can
The size of the blocks

will depend on the design and number of increments to be sent for
execution.

The interpreter is called to execute the debugged I-code.

The output of the Basic program running in the interpreter will be
controlled by PL/l files.

The output can be controlled through file

allocation to return messages to the terminal or to obtain hardcopy from
the system printers.

In order to understand this communication link

in greater detail, we need to understand how programs are allowed to
communicate with each other.
Incremental compilation allows corrections to be made at the
20-
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increment level, therefore the I-code file should have direct access
capabilities to each increment block.

With direct access, changes can

be made in the I-code input file and they can occur after the source program
is compiled and the I-code is loaded.

Changes in the I-code can also

occur after the interpreter has begun executing.

This gives the

flexibility of having within the interpreter a file updating routine which
controls interpreter execution.
The input I-code file will be completely dynamic.

The direct

linkage between the Basic source statement and the I-code is maintained
at the remote preprocessor.

Run-time errors, such as attempted

division by zero, generated by the interpreter will be handled by the
PLi/I error recovery messages, in terms of the original variable names.
Having direct access to the I-code file saves the necessity of storing the
I-code increments in the interpreter's

mainframe memory space.

Direct

access allows the interpreter to use all of the data retrieval capabilities
available through PL/I without having to simulate them in its own memory
space.

The Direct Access regional (1), Keyed, Record and file attributes

of PL/I files [13] creates a dataset file with the PL/I specifications listed
in figure [4.2].
[14].

The regional (1) dataset file contains "F" Format records

Each region in the dataset contains exactly one record.

Therefore,

each region number corresponds to the records position in the dataset. A
character string variable called the "Key" sets the value of the region
number and thus the specific record.

One advantage in choosing

regional (1) dataset over the other Direct Access file types is that the key
21-
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File declaration1 Valid statements* with options that must
appear
+

REAn FILE(file-oxpr) INTO(variable)

^DIRECT INPUT
EXCLUSIVE
^DIRECT UPDATE
EXCLUSIVE

KEY(expression)j

©
©H
©

Other options that can
also be used

EVENT(event-variable)
and/or NOLOCK

READ FlLE(file-expr) INTO(variable)
KEÏ(expression)j

EVENT(event-va riafcle)
and/or NOLQCX

REWRITE FlLE(file-expr) FROM(variable)
KEY(expression))

EVENT(event-variable)

WRITE FILE(file-expr) FROM(variabla)
KEYFROM(expression)i

EVENT(event-variable)

DELETE FILE(file-expr) KEY(expression)»

EVENT(event-variable)

UNLOCK FILE(file-expr) KEY(expression)I

’The complete file declaration would include the attributes FILE* RECORD* and
ENVIRONNENT; if any of the options KEY* KEYFROM* and KEYTO is used* It oust also
include the attribute KEYED.
The statement» READ FILE (file-expression); is equivalent to the statementi READ FILE
(file-expression) IGNORE(l);

PIRECT ACCESS

©

/o

©

P>£&/ofiJAL (±)

p/tmsers ,

PL/X roPMpr OF USA<5£ .

does not have to be stored in each record space.

The instruction

patterns shown in figure [4. 3] are examples of the built in file pointers
automatically obtained with the direct access files.
Once the key variable has been set, the following PL/I direct
access instructions can be executed.
(FILE^EXPRE = I-CODE FILE)
1. Read FILE (FILE - EXPR) INTO (VARIABLE)
KEY (LINE #)
This PL/I statement gives a direct access read from the I-code
file, copying the record specified by the Key (LINE #) into a local
global variable.
2. Rewrite FILE (FILE-EXPR) FROM (VARIABLE)
KEY (LINE #)
This PL/I statement gives a direct access rewrite, replacing an
existing or blank record in the I-Code file.
3. Write FILE (FILE-EXPR) FROM (VARIABLE)
KEYFROM

(LINE #)

This is the same as Rewrite except it can be used to extend file
records.
4. Delete FILE (FILE-EXPR) KEY (LINE #)
This is a direct access PL/I statement which can erase a record
of the I-Code file.
The direct access file gives the PL/I interpreter a run-time
retrieval system to a large body of data and provides automatic random
access to the data.

Direct access provides the preprocessor terminal
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with run-time access to the I-code file to update any increment blocks
with new I-code segments.

This file system provides the communication

link between the preprocessor and the interpreter.
The work load of the interpreter is reduced a great deal by the
automatic pointers available in the Regional (1) dataset file.

Each file

record will correspond to one Basic line of compiled I-code or control
statement.

The line-by-line execution of the I-code statements is

controlled by the interpreter moving a cursor through the I-code file
picking up one record at a time.
access PL/1 statement.

The cursor is the ’'Key'1 in the direct

Sequential execution of the I-code statements

can be simulated by simply updating the key each time the interpreter
is ready to execute a new increment block.

Program control statements

like GO TO's in the I-code statements can also be handled directly by
the key movement.
LINE #.

An example of program control in the basic GO TO

This statement can be compiled and sent as an I-code block.

The execution of this I-code statement will simply change the key, and
therefore move the cursor to the LINE # for the next executable statement.
Figure [4.4] describes this process in more detail.
In Figure [4.4] upon interpreter execution of the I-code file the
cursor moves sequentially until the GO TO 6 I-code record is read.

The

execution of this statement resets the cursor to the new LINE # desired, in
this case 6.

This type of control statement gives the preprocessor

terminal complete freedom to alter the execution sequence as desired.
Basic FOR, IF, Subroutine and branching statements are all examples
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of control movement and are handled by the interpreter using the cursor.
A detailed description of program control statement types is presented
in Chapter 5.
We have found that a great deal of the interpreters work is
easily implemented by choosing the correct input file structure.

This

discovery will set the trend for the entire interpreter development.
When possible, a single PL/1 statement will be employed to initiate
execution for each line of I-code; and a sequence of PL/1 statements
are used to simulate execution only when no other alternative can be
found.
Now that the mode of communication has been established for the
remote compilation system, some thought must be given to the format
of the I-code increments.
of the I-code format.

A question to be studied is the optimization

Here optimization means code reduction,

elimination of redundancy, etc.

The answer was disappointing.

Because of the hexidecimal character required by the record files used
to communicate and store the I-code, no advantage could be found in
using an alternate encoding.

This precluded from use most of the encoding

and decoding communication optimization theories.

Also, because it

would be desirable to have access to readable I-code, complicated
encoding and decoding formats were ruled out.

The I-code has to be a

character string, the structure of which would be determined by the
nature of the interpreter and preprocessor.
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4-2

Basic Variable Representation
At this point in the discussion we have established the framework

for the system configuration and the communication involved.
step is the construction of the interpreter.

To develop an interpreter

for Basic,a close look at the language structure is required.
a language with a small set of executable statement types
FOR,NEXT, etc.

The next

Basic is
such as LET,

Appendix (1) list the Basic instructions and indicates

those instructions executable on the Basic interpreter written.

The

small number of statement types allowed in Basic lends the language to
a tree structure representation.
limited number and type.

The variables in Basic are also of

The Basic implemented in the interpreter

will allow character string variables and fixed binary variables.
Floating point variables could be added without any significant
program modification.

Basic can best be represented by a tree structure

therefore the interpreter should also be of a tree structure.
As discussed in earlier chapters most interpreters are tree-walk¬
ing interpreters.

This implies that the language being interpreted can

be represented by a tree structure.

The interpreter in the IBM Checkout

compiler is designed with a tree structure scanner as the basis for
calling the execution subroutines.

The input "HEXT" I-code has encoded

the branching decisions through the tree representation within the scanner.
A particular execution routine is called when the semantics of the I-code
statement has been determined by the tree branching of the scanner.
Basic interpreter is also designed with a tree structured scanner.
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The

This

tree structure is illustrated in figure [4.5],
Within each I-code increment block is the necessaryinformation to branch through the scanner to the final semantic state.
Once complete statement identification is made, the corresponding
execution routine is called by the scanner, variables and data are also
carried in the I-code increment.

These values are passed to the

execution routines at the point of call in the scanner.

The scanner has

complete responsibility to align the variables to fit the executing routines.
This process is shown in figure [4.6].
4-2.1 PL/I Subroutines
Several complications arise when we use PL/I subroutine linkage
to simulate the called execution routines.

There are two statement

steps involved when using PL/l subroutine structures.
PL/I call statement.
declaration.

The first is the

The second being the subroutine procedure

In order for the subroutine to access

input variables,

the variables must be passed as arguments by the invoking
statement.

call

These arguments are linked with the entry point parameters

of the subroutine when the call and the procedure declaration
statements are compiled.

Once the parameters have been assigned as

entry targets,the program control is transferred to the subroutine block;
the procedure is illustrated in figure [4.7].
The execution of the subroutine statements begins when control is
passed to the entry points.

Control is returned to the invoking block
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when the subroutine terminating statement is encountered.

The

arguments of the invoking block are either updated to the present value
of the processed parameters of the subroutine or they remain unchanged.
PLi/I has a straightforward method of program control to determine the
values that are passed in or out of subroutine executions.
Within the subroutine block, if the parameters have the same
variable type declarations as the invoking
have

arguments, the arguments

as the entry point target the -subroutine parameter.

If the parameter has a different declaration then the invoking argument
has

as the entry point target a dummy parameter.

The dummy

parameter then in turn points to the subroutine parameter as shown in
figure [4. 8].
If the calling argument to subroutine parameter target linkage is
established,then the subroutine parameter automatically updates the
argument upon subroutine termination.

See figure [4.8].

If the dummy

argument-to-parameter linkage is established, only the dummy arguments
are updated upon subroutine termination.
The methods of passing arguments to subroutines is therefore a
rigid and controlled operation involving only specific defclared variables.
This requirement limits the amount of information which can be processed
by the executing subroutines.

The variables in the PL/l call statement

must match the variables in the execution routines.

This presents a

control problem in the transfer of input data to declared interpreter variables.
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The I-code input file consists entirely of character strings.

These

character strings must be read into character string variables which
then must be converted to the internal representation of the Basic
variables running on the interpreter.

This conversion process

corresponds to the building of a symbol table in the interpreter
environment.

An example of this conversion would be the following.

Suppose an I-code record contains the equivalent of the Basic LET
statement :
LET

A =

B + C

the interpreter must establish that the character A, B, C are Basic
variables with specific type declarations and therefore act as pointers
into the interpreters symbol table.

The interpreter must translate the

Basic symbol table into its own PL/l field of declared global variables.
Only the PL/I representation of the Basic variables can be used in PL/l
execution.

PL/l does incorporate built-in pointers which could be

used to simulate the Basic symbol table representation.

Unfortunately,

because of the execution nature of subroutine calls, in order for sub¬
routines to process the Basic variables simulated by pointers,
would have to be passed as arguments.

pointers

In interpreting the I-code input

statement A = B + C, the addition executing subroutine must be called
to process the variables A, B, C.

It would be desirable to have the

following PL/I call subroutine system format:
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Pointers

X,

Y,

Call Subroutine (ADD) (X,

Z
Y,

Z) ;

where the PL/l variables are pointers to the specific Basic variables
A, B, C in the simulated interpreter symbol table.
I-code input statement of the form (variable)
(variable)

=

(variable)

was executed, then only the pointers X,

be updated and one call statement need be used.

Each time the
+

Y, and Z need

Unfortunately, PL/l

does not allow pointers to be used in the call statement.

The solution

worked out was to simulate the effect of pointers using an array table.
PL/I allows specific array locations to be passed in the call statement,
an example being, where Array (1) is the location of an argument to
be passed to the subroutine:
Call Subroutine (Array (I) )
This allows the scanner to pass many different Array elements as
arguments and requires only one call statement instruction within the
interpreter scanner.

This simulates the desired effect of having

variables pointing in to a symbol table.

The incoming I-code character

representation of a specific variable type is converted to the index of a
PL/l declared array.
figure [4.9].

This conversion process is diagramed in

The Basic variables A through Z are internally

represented by the Array (1; 26)

which is declared as fixed binary.
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The Basic variables A$ through Z$ are internally represented by the
Array$ (1 :26) declared character string.

This method of symbol table

manipulation is justified by the small number of Basic variable names
allowed.
4-3

Basic Files
The character string nature of the I-code input causes other

problems in the conversion to interpreter names.
output data files for storage.

Basic uses 15 input-

These files have the names file #1 through

file #15. The input character number 1 through 15 of a Basic file
statement is used as a pointer into a table of call statements in the
scanner.
Table (1)

: call subroutine

(File #1) ;

Table (2) : call subroutine

(File #2) ;

m

«
#

Table (15) : call subroutine

(File #15) ;

The Basic statement Print # File # 2 , A is executed by writing the value
of variable A into File #2.

The execution process requires that a sub¬

routine which performs the write operation be called with the file name being
transferred as an argument to the subroutine.

The use of repeated call

statements seems wasteful, however the file name must be present as
the argument of each call statement.

Note that, although the scanner

size is increased by having many call statements,only one executing
subroutine is necessary to process a particular Basic file statement for
all 15 files.
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4-4

Basic Dimensionable Variables
Basic dimensionable variables present a great problem for the

internal symbol table within the interpreter.

A (I) through 2 (I) may be

declared in the Basic language to be of variable dimensions, fixed binary
arrays.

A$(I) through Z$(I) may also be declared variable dimension

Character string arrays.

It would be desirable to have one call

statement for each possible Basic array and element within that array.
This would allow the scanner to use the following format statement:
Call subroutine (A (I) )
The solution used for non-dimensionable variables is only a one
dimensional problem.

Now we have the combined problem of pointing

to the array name and the element with each array.

We could use a two

dimensional array to simulate such a symbol table as shown in figure
[4.10],

This would allow one call statement to access all the array

elements with the simulated pointer being the indices of the array.
For example: Call subroutine (array (I, J) ) would be the format of the
PLi/l interpreter statement used to would pass the Basic dimensionable
variable into an execution subroutine. The I index is the
Basic -dimensionable variable and the J
array.

is the element of the I

Basic dimensionable variables however, can be of arbitrary

dimension, and therefore the PL/I representation in the interpreter
must also be dimensionable.

The interpreters symbol table for

dimensionable variable is a declared array and would have to be dimensioned
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to the maximum Basic variable size allowable.
Basic dimensionable variable is an array of 100.

Assume the largest
Array (100) then the

simulated PL/1 array would have to be 26 x 100 words of storage.
This would be an unrealistic amount of storage to set aside for such a
solution.

The method used for Basic file selection discussed early

was chosen.

The scanner will have to determine which dimensioned

variable is being accessed from the incoming I-code and branch to the
call statement which accesses that interpreter simulation of that
particular variable.

This solution is illustrated in figure [4.11].

The problems encountered in representing Basic variables within
the interpreter are important considerations which must be made when
writing a PL/I interpreter to fit a remote source of intermediate code.
If the interpreter and the compiler were both written on the same
machine, these problems of variable transfer would not exist.

4. 5

Executing Subroutines
The interpreter scanner must make the link between the incoming

I-code and the local variables used to represent the Basic variables.
Once this has been accomplished, PL/I execution routines are called.
The problems encountered when executing Basic instructions in PL/l
are relatively minor.

Most of the executing routines are direct one-to-

one conversions of the Basic program statement into PL/l statements.
The PL/l execution subroutines are limited in their ability to handle
all the variations available within Basic.
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of parsing each Basic statement at the preprocessor before sending the
compiled I-code reduces the execution subroutines responsibility to only
a limited number inner statement combination.

All of the Basic

statements are parsed down to the simplest form and executed in steps.
Several examples of this are the following Basic statements:
10

Print A, B, C, D, E$

Is parsed at the preprocessor into:
10

Print A

11

Print B

12

Print C

13

Print D

14

Print E$

The execution routine of the interpreter is obviously able to handle
only one variable at a time when executing the Print Statement.

The

ability to handle statement 10 would require parsing packages within
each execution subroutine.

The LET statement is another Basic statement

which has an infinite number of operator-variable combinations.

The

execution routine could handle all the possible LET statements but this
would necessitate that the routines also handle statement parsing.

So

the LET execution subroutine executes only a fixed number of variableoperator combinations and the preprocessor terminal parses all LET
statements into the form allowed,
LET X
LET T(l)
LET T(2)
LET X

For example:

= 3 * y + 6 is parsed into
= 6
= 3 * y
= T(l) + T(2)
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Some Basic statements invoke program control rather than statements
execution.

These are the Basic FOR,

Subroutine,

These statements will be discussed in the Chapter 5.
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NEXT,

etc.

Chapter V.
Program Control

5-1

Control Statements
There are several statement types in Basic which do not produce

executable results, but rather cause changes in the line-by-line
execution sequence of the interpreter.

Such Basic statements will be

referred to as program control statements.
subroutine CALL, NEXT, END,
of program control statements.

Basic statements like the

Function definition, etc., are the examples
These statements manage the program

flow through a typical Basic program and are therefore very important.
Some of the methods used in the interpreter design to incorporate
program controls are discussed in this Chapter.

5-2

Subroutines
The use of subroutines in Basic requires two control blocks, just

as shown earlier in the PL/I subroutine statements.

The first program

control structure of the subroutine is the CALL statement.

The second

program structure of the subroutine is the block of subroutine statements
themselves.
Once the subroutine has been defined and a CALL statement initiated
program control must be transferred from the point of call through target
parameters to the subroutine block.

Basic has standardized rules for the

passing of arguments and the return of processed information.
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In general

these rules may be represented by the following basic call statement:
10 CALL

subroutine

(X, Y,

)

In this call statement there are two kinds of arguments, arguments
passed by value and arguments passed by reference.

Arguments passed

by value correspond to the (X, Y) variables without the ^ ^brackets.
Value-arguments have dummy arguments as intermediate subroutine
target entries

and therefore any changes in the subroutine parameter

during processing will not affect the original state of the calling valueargument.
with the

Arguments passed by reference correspond to the variables

^y

brackets.

Reference-arguments have the direct sub¬

routine parameters as target entries and therefore changes in the
parameters during processing will reflect on the original calling
argument when subroutine control is returned.
The process of argument passing is relatively simple to simulate.
Because errors could be generated if the arguments of the CALL statement
do not match the parameters of the subroutine, the problem of handling
the arguments should be solved when the CALL statements are parsed at
the preprocessor.

The actual subroutine control is included in the I-code

generated by the preprocessor.

Referring again to the previously

discussed statement:
10 CALX, subroutine

(X,

Y,

the preprocessor's task becomes apparent.

),

In t^ie ensuing

discussion the term "arguments" will correspond to IBM
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terminology of the variables in the call statement.

The termMparameters"

will correspond to the variables in the subroutine procedure block.

The

argument-to-parameter entry must be explicitly included in the I-code
and the Basic call statement is completely removed from the I-code.

The

equivalent to the Basic LET statement simulates the target entry process.
The preprocessor replaces the CALL statement with the following:
series of executable statements : (Foot Note)
10

LET

A

= X

11

LET

B

= Y

12

LET

C

= Z

13

GO

TO

14

LET

Z

SUB (LINE #)
= C

This method of handling argument is explicit and direct.

When the sub¬

routine returns control to line number 14, the argument passed by
reference is updated.

The following is a complete example of the sub¬

routine execution process with the special control instruction necessary
for interpretation.
10

CaU

Subroutine

(X, Y, <z) )

The preprocessing terminal parses this statement into the following
sequence of Basic I-code statements.

Footnote: The line numbers refer only to the relative sequence of the
parsed Basic statements required to simulate parameter-passing where
A, B, C, are the Subroutine parameters.
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10

LOAD STACK

(LINE

11

LET

A = X

12

LET

B = Y

13

LET

C =

14

GO TO

SUB (LINE #)

15

LET

Z

Z

= C

SUB: 20 BASIC SUBROUTINE STATEMENTS
21 BASIC SUBROUTINE STATEMENTS
22 BASIC SUBROUTINE STATEMENTS
23 BASIC SUBROUTINE STATEMENTS
24 POP STACK
The stack is an array stored at the interpreter which allows for the
internesting of call statements.

The stack is loaded (load-stack) with

the initial line address of the subroutine return. Popping the stack causes
the return of program control to the calling line location.

The stack

manipulation allows for the automatic storage of subroutine returns and
many levels of inter-nested subroutine calls.

Figure [5.1] clarifies the

stack function.
The interpreter does not incorporate separation of variables so this
function can either be handled by the preprocessor or the user.

It would

require multiple symbol tables for each level of subroutine used if the
interpreter were required to maintain local variables in each subroutine.
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5-3

Functions
Basic functions are handled in the same manner as subroutines.

Again, the preprocessor must maintain the program control as the I-code
is generated for the function statement (DEF) and the function usage.
The following basic statement is an explanation of this process:
10

DEF

ÇO (X) = X/3 + 6

The preprocessor links the function definition with the program variable
name;

GO is the variable name and X/3 + 6

is the definition.

The

parsed I-code will be in the following form:
10

GO

11

T(l)

TO (LINE# =15 (END OF PARSED FUNCTION
DEFINITION)
= 6

12 T(2) =
13

X

/ 3

T(3) = T(l) + T(2)

14

POP STACK F

15

BASIC PROGRAM CONTINUED

The ’’pop stack F" refers to the return of control to the point of function
usage in the program.
This I-code block establishes the statements to be executed when
the function is used and allows for function internesting.

The code is

sent in replacement of the DEF statement but is not executed until the
function is accomplished by the following Basic statement:
20

LET

Y

=

GO (X)

The preprocessor parses this statement in the following I-code block:
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20

22)
LOAD
STACK F

21 GO

(LINE # OF DEF)

22 Y

TO

11

= T(3)

The return of program control after the completion of the function is
again handled by the I-code.

The subroutine and function stack are

both stored within the interpreter.

This method of handling subroutines

and functions gives the interpreter complete run-time flexibility.
Access to the subroutine code may be obtained as many times as re¬
quired by the Basic program, so long as the interpreter is directed
through the appropriate I-code blocks.

5-4

FOR statement Loops
The interpreter handles the Basic FOR statement with a direct

overlay into the PL/l DO statement; the FOR statement of Basic becomes
a DO statement

within the interpreter .

The following example will

illustrate this technique.
For

asic statement looping block:
10 FOR

I

= 1

to

10

By

1

11 BASIC INNER LOOP STATEMENTS
12 BASIC INNER LOOP STATEMENTS
13 BASIC INNER LOOP STATEMENTS
14 NEXT I
Execution of this block of Basic statements involves program control.
The program control for such a FORloop is obvious when viewed as a
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flowchart decision box.

The Interpreter simply simulates the program

control within Its own program controller, the scanner. FOR blocks
must be sent as complete units, because once the loop has been Inlated
only the end of the loop can conclude It.
As In all execution, the scanner reads In the FOR coded statement
and calls executing subroutines.

In this case, however, the executing

routines are themselves control programs which enforce constraints on
the execution of the other I-code blocks.

The scanner calls the For

control subroutine, which in turn calls the jump control subroutine as
illustrated below:
Control subroutine:
FOR: PROC ( A, B, C, D) ;
DO A

= B TO C

by 1 ;

CALL JUMP
END

;

RETURN
END FOR

;
;

Control subroutine FOR establishes the PL/l equivalent of the Basic
statement and sets up the linkage for executing the inner loop statements.
The interpreter control subroutine Jump, which is called by the FOR
subroutine, directs the scanner through the inner loop statements of the
FOR loop.
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PROC (A) ;

JUMP:

CALL SCANNER

I

CHECK TOR NEXT
END JUMP;
The interpreter scanner is also a control subroutine.
recursive subroutine which can be called recursively

The scanner is a
by itself.

Normal execution of the I-code statements requires the scanner to pick
up and execute each line of code sequentially.

Once execution has begun

in this manner, the scanner will follow the sequential pattern until new
control instructions are read in.

Basic For statements are examples of

control instructions which will change the execution pattern of the
interpreter.

The scanner stops executing sequentially when the I-code

corresponding to the TOR statement is encountered, and begins executing
in a single line fashion.
execution.

The scanner subroutine thus has two modes of

The first mode and the most common is the sequential

pattern, where the scanner is called and begins sequential execution.
The second mode is a single step execution, where the scanner must be
called to execute each new line of I-code.
If we analyze the control subroutines For and Jump more closely,
the reason for two separate modes of execution becomes apparent.
The For control subroutine acts as the loop counter of the DO loop.
Subroutine Jump establishes the inner loop lines to be executed with
the Do loop.

Upon encountering the Basic TOR statement the scanner is
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turned into the single line execution mode.

The Jump subroutine then

calls the scanner repeatedly until all of the inner loop statements are
completed.

Control is then returned to the For subroutine.

The For

subroutine checks the count on the looping and calls Jump again if
necessary to complete the loop count.

The For and Jump subroutines

are illustrated in figure [5.2].
inner-nested FOR loops are allowed in Basic 6th Edition.

Inner-

nested For statement could easily be handled by this interpreter by
declaring control subroutine For and Jump to be recursive.

5-5

Declare Statements
Basic allows the programmer to declare the dimension of arrays

for both fixed binary and character string types.

The interpreter

handles the execution of dimension statements using the PL/I Allocate
statement.

The array dimension is read in through the I-code and the

corresponding interpreter DIM/A-Z/ subroutine is called.

Each DIM

subroutine uses the Allocate statement to update the dimension size of
the array.

5-6

Built-in Function
Built-in function in Basic such as square root, absolute value,

etc., are also executed by the interpreter.

PL/l has most of these

special functions as built-in functions of its own.

Therefore, when the

scanner encounters the special built-in function of Basic, it simply calls
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the appropriate execution subroutine which uses the corresponding PL/I
version of that function.

Figure [5.3] shows how these built-in

functions are used.
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Chapter VI.

6-1

Conclusions
Implementing a Basic interpreter is certainly a feasible project

and relatively simple to accomplish.

A Basic interpreter has even been

implemented entirely upon a single microprocessor chip, the intel 8008
[15 ].

Interpreters, in general, when written on a compiler as power¬

ful as PL/I are very straightforward.

The particular design

consideration of the preprocessor-to-interpreter system adds a number
of restrictions to the design of both the terminal and the interpreter.
The real work of this project was in determining the nature of the
linkage between the preprocessor and the interpreter.

The preprocessor

terminal was designed to carry as much of the compiler parsing work
load as possible.

The interpreter was designed to execute flexible

blocks of independent incrementally compiled code.
The previous chapters have discussed the areas of program
execution which can and cannot be handled by the interpreter in order to
support incremental compilation.
None of the problems encountered were overwhelming for the Basic
language.

The solution worked out in the interpreter point out the areas

of difficulty such as functions, variables, subroutine, etc.

It is really

only a matter of logistics.If the time and energy is spent similar interpreters
could be written for many of the other programming languages.
interpreter within the IBM checkout compiler is an example of an
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The

interpreter written for PL/I and with some modification it could be used
in an incremental environment.
Although the preprocessor terminal is not yet completed the
interpreter was completed.

The goal of supporting incremental

compilation has proved to be feasible.

The interpreter although being

large, can handle most of the increments of code generated by
incremental compilation.

The communication line between the remote

terminal and the mainframe was established and tested to be a complete
system of dynamic inter-play between the preprocessor and the
interpreter.

The user productivity goal requires the complete system

to be operational in order to make empirical and statistical studies of
the time and effort spent by the users and the computer time necessary
to support the interpreter during execution.

The response time of

developing working programs, other than editing and syntax checking
involves the time delays of the interpreter itself.

Under the present

system any communication with the interpreter requires the use of the
timesharing

system.

This is a real probler^for not only is the system

affected by the delays of data transfer in moving the I-code and interpreter
processing, but there still exist the built-in delays of timesharing
There is a method for bypassing the timesharing system on the IBM system.
This method is called a terminal monitor program.

6-2

Terminal Monitor Program
A terminal monitor program can be written as a specialized timesharing
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system for the preprocessor terminal.

The terminal monitor program

(TMP) uses certain features of the standard timesharing system that
can be modified, replaced or added to adapt the command
the terminals particular needs.

system to

TSO,the time sharing option of the IBM/

360 [16] operating system,consists of many separate functionally
distinct modules of code.

Once the requirements of the specialized

remote terminal can be made, modules can be pulled from TSO to build
a terminal monitor system.
The preprocessor terminal involves only a limited type
communication link, so the TMP can be constructed from a relatively
small subset of the standard TSO system.

The communication system

is illustrated below;

The terminal monitor program will load the communication package as a
system job at the mainframe.

Once the job has been loaded in core only

the IBM operating system can swap the job out.

With the currently

available 2000 baud line relatively large amounts of data could be transferred
to the IBM mainframe in a relatively small time.

The specialized TSO

interface could be moved back to disc and wait until the data is processed
by the interpreter and then be called back in to handle the I/O for the
terminal.

The system,while not being the most efficient way of intelligent

terminal communication, is one that is feasible with the present facilities
available.

The software is already written and it keeps in trend with using
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as much of the IBM system as possible in the actual implementation of
our system design.

This then is an area for future study.

Our present system configuration requires the simulation occur
through TSO making any user studies dependent upon the effectiveness
of TSO itself.

So one of our original goals of fast response time is not

a testable quality until a terminal monitor program can be written.

6-3

Future areas to be tested
With the hindsight gained by developing the Basic interpreter,

improvements could be made in the overall design.

some

The scanner of the

interpreter should be able to handle a more flexible I-code format.

The

present design requires that the I-code be completely formulated to fit
the interpreter.

Although the preprocessor should be able to product

accurate I-code blocks, this may not be easily done.
The internal representation of dimensionable variables is a big
problem.

This area should be studied further in an effort to find a more

optimal solution.

The Basic interpreter written illustrates what can be

done at the mainframe.

A study could be made to find the most efficient

methods for carrying out the executions.
Since no real stumbling blocks were found in the interpreter the
design of the preprocessor will undoubtedly be the most crucial segment
of the overall compiler - interpreter system.
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APPENDIX I

<_>
<T>
< >

Basic instructions not implemented by simulation.
Basic instructions not presently implemented, however can
be added without any significant program modification.
Basic instructions implemented by interpreter simulation.

BASIC Statements
Following is a list and an explanation of all statements available in
Dartmouth Timesharing BASIC.
The part of the statement in captai
letters must appear as it is written.
The part of the statement enclosed
in the symbols ^ ^ is supplied by the programer. (12)
These examples should clarify

ertain terms used in the following

text:
Numeric variable:
Numeric constant:
String variable:
String constant:

A1
the number one (1)
A$
’'HELLOW11

A numeric list is a singly subscripted numeric variable.
CALL ^ string constant ^ : ^argument list^
The CALL statement causes the execution of the subprogram
specified by the string.
The elements of the argument list are
passed to the subprogram.
CHAIN ^ string expression or file reference^
SYSTEM
^string
expression^ WITH ^file reference lisO
This statement causes the termination of the running of the current
program and begins execution of the program named in the
statement.
The specification of a SYSTEM is optional; if it is
omitted, the current system is assumed. The list of files to be
passed is also optional.

A1

CHANGE Cnumeric list> TO <string variable>
CHANGE <string expression> TO <numeric list>
There are two formats possible for this statement. The
first format sets up a string in the string variable whose
length is given by the number found in the zeroth entry of
the numeric list, whose first character corresponds to the
ASCII code given by the first entry in the list, and so on.
In the second format, the numeric list is set up so that the
zeroth entry contains the length of the string, the first
entry contains the ASCII value of the first character in the
string, and so on.
CHANGE Cnumeric list> TO <string variable> BIT <N>
CHANGE <string exprèssion> to Cnumeric list> BIT <N>
There are two formats possible for this statement.. The
first causes the integer numbers which are entries in the
numeric list to be packed into the string named by the
string variable with each number occupying N bits.
The
number of numbers packed into the string is given by the
zeroth entry in the numeric list.
N is assumed to be nine
unless otherwise specified. N must be greater than or equal
to one and less than or equal to 27, and the numbers to be
converted must be less than 2AN.
with the second format,
the process is reversed to retrieve numbers previously
packed into strings. With N= 9, the statement is equivalent
to the CHANGE statement described
in
the
preceding
paragraph.
DATA Cdata list>
DATA statements supply one or more numbers or strings to be
assigned to variables through a READ statement in a program.
Individual items in the data list are separated by commas;
strings containing special characters such as commas, am¬
persands, leading blanks, apostrophes, and strings which
begin with a digit, +, or - must be enclosed in quotation
marks.
DEF <function definition>
By using this statement, the user may define his own
functions. When DEF is followed simply by the function name
and the dummy arguments enclosed in parentheses, this
statement marks the beginning of a multiple line function
definition.
DIM Cvariable name( dimension(s) ), ...>
This statement reserves space for lists and tables used by a.
program. BASIC implicitly reserves room for entries zero
through 10 for lists
(11 spaces total)
and entries in
columns and rows zero through 10 for tables (121 spaces

A2

total) . Xf an array has not been dimensioned and is first
used in a statement where the number of dimensions cannot be
determined directly, the following assumptions are made: if
the statement is a CHANGE statement or an input or output
statement, the array is assumed to be a
list
(one
dimensional); if the array is used in any other statement,
it is assumed to be a table (two dimensional). In case of
doubt, put a DIM statement before the line in question.
END
This statement marks the end of a BASIC program. It must be
present and must be the statement with the largest line
number in the program (in the main program if there are
subprograms).
FILE #<arithmetic expression»:<string expression»
This statement is used to assign a file name to a file
number. The value of the arithmetic expression designates
the file number, and the string expression names the file
with its password, if any.
FNEND
The FNEND statement
function definition.

marks

the

end

of

a

multiple

line

FOR «running variable» = <A> TO <B> STEP <C>
where A is the FROM element
B is the TO element
C is the STEP element
This statement marks the beginning of a FOR.. .NEXT loop and
is always used in conjunction with a NEXT statement.
The
running variable must be a nonsubscripted numeric variable.
The FROM, TO, and STEP elements may be any arithmetic
expression and they need not be integers. The statements
between the FOR . and NEXT statements will be executed
repeatedly subject to these conditions: the first time
through the loop, the running variable will have the value
specified by the FROM element, and its value will change
with each pass through the loop in increments specified by
the STEP element; this looping process will continue until
the value of the running variable exceeds (if the step size
is positive) or is less than (if the step size is négative)
the TO element. The STEP element is assumed to be one
unless otherwise specified.
GO TO «line number»
A GO TO statement causes the computer to take as its next
instruction the statement specified by the line number
given.

A3

of the input after the list has been satisfied will not be
discarded but will be used by the next INPUT statement.
Warning: if a file ends with a comma and the last input
from it is by an INPUT statement with the final comma
option, the end of the file is not recognized by the IF
MORE# and IF END# statements.
LET <A> = <B> ... = <Z>
A, B, ... are numeric or string variables and Z is an
arithmetic expression or string expression. The LET
instruction assigns the value of the expression to the one
or more variables specified. All items must be either
string or numeric.
LIBRARY Clist of file names>
♦ The LIBRARY statement lists the
I subprograms used in the program are
names are separated by commas and
marks. Any passwords are separated
names.

names of files where
to be found. The file
enclosed in quotation
by commas from the file

LINPUT Clist of string variables separated by commas>
This statement requests the input of a number of strings
equal to the number of variables in the list.
Special
characters such as commas, quotation marks, leading blanks,
etc., may be part of the strings entered.
A new question
mark appears on the terminal for each name in the list. The
format for use with terminal-format files (only) is
LINPUT #<arithme.tic expressions Clist

of string variables>

where the value of the expression specifies a file number.
If this value is equal to zero, then the terminal itself is.
referenced.
MARGIN Carithmetic expression>
The MARGIN instruction sets the maximum number of characters
which may be printed on a line.
The format for use with
files is
MARGIN #Carithmetic expressions Carithmetic expression>
where the value of the leftmost expression references a file
number. If this value is zero then the terminal itself is
referenced. The margin of a terminal-format file may be
changed at any time. The margin of a random access string
file may be changed only if the file is empty. Any attempt
to set the margin of a random numeric file to a value other
than 1 terminates the execution of the program.

A4

G0SU3 <line number>
This statement causes the computer to execute a block of
statements in the program called a subroutine;
the line
number given should be the line number of the first
statement in the subroutine.
IF END # <arithmetic expression> THEN Cline number>
If the last datum in the file referenced has been read,
control passes to the line number given. The value of the
expression specifies a file number. This statement is used
only with terminal format files. The command GO TO may be
used in place of THEN.>
Warning: if the file ends with a comma and the last input
from it was through an INPUT statement also ending with a
comma, the end of the file is not recognized.
IF MORE # Carithmetic expression> THEN Cline number>
♦ If there is more information to be read from the file
I referenced, control passes to the line number given. The
value of the expression specifies a file number.
This
statement is used only with terminal-format files and GO TO
may be used in place of THEN.
Warning: if the file ends with a comma and the last input
from it was through an INPUT statement also ending with a
comma, the end of the file is not recognized.
IF CA> Crelational operator> CB> THEN Cline number>
A and B are either both arithmetic expressions or both
string expressions. IF A and B stand in the relation given
by the relational operator, control passes to the line
number given. . GO TO may be used in place of THEN.
INPUT Clist of variable names separated by commas>
This statement requests the input of an amount of data from
the terminal equal to the number of variable names in the
list. Execution of this statement causes the printing of a
? on the terminal to tell the user he is to input his data.
The format for use with terminal-format files (only) is
INPUT #Carithmetic expressions Clist of variables>
*

where the value of the expression specifies a file number.
If this value is equal to zero, the terminal itself is
referenced. If there are more data on a line than the INPUT#
statement calls for, the excess data are ignored. If there
are insufficient data on the line, the program looks for
more data on the next line.
If the variable list ends

with a comma, any items remaining

A5

MAT
This sequence of characters designates the statement as one
designed to perform operations on whole arrays.
The MAT
statements are described in a separate portion later in this
section.
NEXT <numeric variable name>
The NEXT statement is always used in conjunction with a FOR
statement and marks the end of the loop designated by this
pair of statements. The variable name must be exactly the
name designated
for
the
running
variable
in
the
corresponding FOR statement.
ON <arithmetic expression» GO TO <linef one>,<line# two»....
This statement transfers control to the first line number if
the value of the arithmetic expression is one, to the second
line number if the value is two, and so .on. THEN may be
used in place of GO TO.
ON <arithmetic expression» GOSUB <line# one»-,< line# two»,...
This statement transfers control to the subroutine beginning
with the first line number if the value of the arithmetic
expression is one, to the second line number if the value of
the expression is two, and so on.
When a RETURN statement
is encountered in the subroutine, control passes to the
statement following the ON...GOSUB statement.
PRINT <list of expressions>
The PRINT instruction causes all constants and thé current
values of all variables or expressions in the PRINT list to
be printed on the terminal. Appropriate delimiters separate
the individual items in the PRINT list.
A comma causes the
terminal type head to space to the next fifth of the line
before continuing the printout? a semicolon causes items to
be printed in closely packed format.
The format for use
with terminal-format files (only) is
PRINT #<arithmetic expression»: <PRINT list»
where the value of the expression specifies a file number.
If this value is zero, the terminal itself is referenced.
PRINT USING <string expression», <PRINT list»
The items in the variable list are printed according to the
format specified in the USING string.
PRINT USING may be
used with terminal-format files in the format

4

PRINT #<arithmetic expression»?
<PRINT list»
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USING otring

expression»,
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RANDOMIZE
.This statement resets the pseudo-random number generator in
a random way related to the exact time of day. If this
statement is inserted in the beginning of a program it will
cause different sequences of pseudo-random numbers to be
returned from the function RND each time the program is run.

Î

READ <list of variables separated by commas>
A READ instruction causes the next available number in a
DATA statement to be assigned to the first numeric variable
in the READ list and the next available string in a DATA
statement to be assigned to the first string variable in the
READ list and so on until all variables in the READ list
have been assigned values. The format for use with random
access files (only) is
READ #<arithmetic expression»: <list of variables»
where the

value

of the expression specifies a file number.

REMARK <any characters»
If the first three characters following the line number of a
BASIC statement are REM then any remarks may follow on that
line. BASIC ignores this statement.
RESET f«arithmetic expression»: «arithmetic expression»
This statement resets the file pointer for the
file
referenced by the first expression to the value of the right
expression. If neither expression is given, pointers to the
data in the DATA statements of the program are returned to
the beginning of the data. If the statement is used with a
terminal-format file, the second expression must be omitted.
RETURN
When encountered in a subroutine, this statement returns
control to the statement following the calling GOSUB
statement.
SCRATCH #<arithmetic expression»
This statement causes the information in the file referenced
by the expression to be erased and the file pointer to be
positioned at the beginning of the file. It is used with
both random access and'terminal-format files.
STOP
À STOP instruction is equivalent to GO TO XXXX where XXXX is
the line number of the END statement of a program;
it
causes the program run to terminate.

Î
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SUB <string constants <argument list>
This statement begins a .subprogram with the name specified,
which must be within quotation marks*
The argument list,
which must match that . of CALL
statements
for
this
subprogram, indicates information to be passed from and to
the main program.
SUBEND
This statement marks the end of a subprogram, and must be the
last statement in the subprogram.
The next statement
executed is the one following the CALL statement which
called the subprogram.
TEACH <list of variable and function names>
When writing TEACH programs (see chapter six) the instructor
includes a TEACH statement in his test program.
Following
the word TEACH is a list of variable names the student is to
use in his program and the functions he is instructed to
define. The variable and function names are separated by
commas•
TIME <N>
.
,
This statement causes the program run to terminate after N
seconds have been used. N must be a number; it may noir be a
variable name.
WRITE #<arithmetic expression>j <list of expressions>
This statement is used only when writing information into
random files. The values of the items in the list are
written into the file referenced by the value of the
expression in the order in which they appear in the WRITE
list.
MAT STATEMENTS
Following is a description of each MAT statement available
in Dartmouth Time-Sharing BASIC.
These statements operate on
entire arrays (vectors and matrices)•
The portion of the MAT
statement which is enclosed in the symbols <> is included when
that MAT statement is used with a file.
N represents a file
number and may be an arithmetic expression. We assume all arrays
have been dimensioned so that the following statements are
valid.
MAT C = A + B
This statement adds arrays A and B and stores the result in
C.
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MAT C = A - B
This statement subtracts array B from array A and stores the
result in C.
MAT C = A * B
This statement causes array C to be set up as the product of
A and B.
MAT A = (K) * B
Each entry in B is multiplied by the value of K to form the
corresponding entry of array A,
K is any arithmetic
expression and must be enclosed in parentheses*
MAT A = CON
~
This statement sets all entries in array A to one.
:
MAT A = IDN
This statement sets A equal to the identity matrix*

MAT A = INV (B)
Matrix A becomes the inverse of matrix B.
MAT A$ » NUL$
This statement sets
null string.

all

entries in string

array A$ to the

MAT A = TEN (B)
Matrix A becomes the transpose of B.
MAT A = ZER
All entries in array A are set to zero.
MAT A = B
Each entry in A is set equal to
array B.

the corresponding entry

in

MAT INPUT <#Nî> A, B, C
A variable amount of data may be input for each singly
subscripted array in the list.
If input is from the
terminal, a new question mark appears for each array in the
list.
If a file is used, it must be terminal-format, and
the data must be in the same format used if they were input
from the terminal. The arrays are filled by rows.
MAT LINPUT <#N:> A$, B$,.C$
This statement inputs strings possibly containing commas,
ampersands, or other special characters. It reads one line
for each entry in the arrays listed. A variable amount of
input is not allowed. A new question mark appears on the
terminal for each entry of each array.

j
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MAT PRINT <#N:> A, B; C
This statement prints the arrays A and C in regular matrix
format and B in closely packed format on the terminal (or in
a terminal-format file)•
MAT PRINT <#N:> USING X$, A, B
The arrays A and B are printed according to the format
specified in the string X$.
Each new row of a doubly
subscripted array is put at the beginning of a new line.
MAT READ <#Nï> A, B, C
This statement reads data from DATA statements in the
program (or from a random access file) into the arrays A, B,
and C.
The arrays may be string arrays and information is
stored by rows.
MAT WRITE #N: A, B, C
This statement is used only with random access files and
writes the entries by rows
in the arrays listed into a
random access file, either string or numeric.

Changing Dimensions
Subscripts may be enclosed in parentheses following some MAT
statements as follows (one or two dimensions may be specified for
all but the IDN function, where two identical values are
required)..
Functions

Statements

MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT

MAT INPUT A (N,M)
MAT LINPUT A (N,M)
MAT READ A (N ,.M)

A = CON (N,M)
A = IDN (N,N)
A$ =• NUL$ (N,M)
A * ZER (N,M)

The array A takes on the dimensions specified in the statement.
A variable amount of input is not allowed in the MAT INPUT
statement when dimensions are specified for vectors.
Redimensioning is
implicit in the MAT statements which
perform matrix arithmetic and matrix functions.
That is, in thé
statement MAT C = A + B, C takes on the dimensions of A and B.
It is
important to
reserve
enough
space
for
any
redimensioning of arrays, either in DIM statements or implicitly
by BASIC.
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FILES
Following is a list of BASIC statements and functions which
are used with files, and the type of file (terminal-format or
random access) is indicated.
A complete description of each
statement is given earlier in this section.
Terminal-format
Statements

Functions

FILE#
SCRATCH#
RESET#
MARGIN#
INPUT#
PRINT#
LINPUT#
IF END#
:
IF MORE#

Random Access
FILE#
SCRATCH#
RESET#N:M
MARGIN#
READ#
WRITE#
•

MAR(#N)
TYP(#N,X$)
PER(#N,X$)
LOC(#N)
LOF (#N)

MAR(#N)
TYP(#N,X$)
PER(#N,X$)

9.3 Functions in BASIC
ABS (X)
This function returns the absolute value of X.
ASC (X)
XJis a singlé character or a two or three letter code for
the character.
This function returns the decimal ASCII
number corresponding to X.
ATN (X)
This function returns the angle
X.
CHR$

in radians whose tangent is

(X)
X is a number greater than or equal to zero and less than or
equal to 511.
This function returns the one character
string which corresponds to its ASCII code X.
Arguments
greater than 127 are treated modulo 128.

CLK$
This function takes no arguments and returns an eightcharacter string giving the time of day in the form
HHîMMîSS.

All

COS (X)
"This function
radians.

Î

Î

COT (X)
ïhis function
radians*

returns

returns

the

the

trigonometric

trigonometric

cosine

cotangent

of

of

X

DAT$
This function takes no arguments and returns
character string giving the current date in
MM/DD/YY.

an eightthe form

PET
This function takes no
arguments*
It
returns
the
determinant of a matrix after its inverse has been taken
using the MAT ... INV statement.
EXP (X)
^fhis function returns the exponential of X, or
2.71828... raised to the power X.
INT (X)
THis function returns the
X.
LEN (X$)
This function delivers
string X$.

largest

the

number

the value of

integer not greater than

of

characters

LOC (#N)
This function returns the current location of
pointer in file number N, a random access file.

in

the

the file

LOF (#N)
This function returns the length of, or number of items in,
file number N, a random access file.

J

LOG (X)
This function returns the natural logarithm of X.
R(#N)
This function returns the current margin for• file number N
The margin of a random access numeric file is 1.

MOD(X,Y)
^
This function returns the value of X - Y * INT{X/Y).
NUM
This function returns the number of data input into the last
array in a MAT INPUT list. It requires no arguments.
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PER(#N,X$)
This function returns a value of +1 if the operation
specified by X$ is valid for file number N, 0 if the
operation is invalid, and -1 if x$ does not specify a
recognizable operation.
POS(X$,Y$,Z)
This function returns the
character of the first
after position Z in X$.

Î

location in X$ of the first
occurrence . of Y$ beginning at or

PND

This function requires no argument and returns a pseudo¬
random number greater than, or equal to, zero and less than
one.
SEG$(X$.Y.Z)

This function returns the substring of
Y end Z inclusive.

X$ between positions

SGN (X)

Î

This function returns +1 if X is greater than zero, 0 if X
is equal to zero, and -1 if X is less than zero.

SIN (X)

T

This function returns the trigonometric sine of X radians,

SQR (X)
"S
This function returns the positive square root of X.
STR$

(x)

T

Th'is function converts the numeric
that is its decimal representation.

value of X to a string

TAB (X)
When this function appears in a PRINT list, .it causes the
terminal type head to tab to column number X in a line of
printout. If X is noninteger, its integer part is used, and
X is treated modulo the current margin setting.
The first
column of a line of printout is considered to be column
number zero.
TAN (X)

Î

This function
radians.

returns

the

trigonometric

tangent

of

X

TIM

t

This function takes no arguments and returns elapsed running
time in seconds accurate to 1/64th millisecond.
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TYP(#N,X$)
This function returns a value of +1 if file number N is of
the type specified by X$, 0 if it is not of that type and a
value of -1 if the type specification cannot be evaluated.
Legal type specifications are "ANY”, "NUMERIC", "STRING",
and "TERMINAL".

,

USR$
This function requires no arguments and returns an eightcharacter string giving the user's user number in a form
like HD123456.
VAL ,(X$)
X$ is a string which is the decimal representation of a
number. This function returns the number represented by the
string X$•

t
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APPENDIX II

The I-code format for the Basic interpreter is described in the
following pages.

The I-code for each Basic executable statement is

in the following general format for each record.
line number, operation code, sub-operation code,
Basic variables, Data
The line number is an optional input in each I-code record to be used
for program control when the preprocessor becomes operational.

In

each I-code record columns 1 - 9 is used for the right justified line
number.
The operation code is the internal interpreter representation for
specific parsed instruction types.

This code controls the scanner

branching and variable alignment, for each execution and control
subroutine.

The columns

11 and 12 are used for the operation code.

The remaining columns are used for the specific variables, operand
and data required by the execution and control subroutines.

The scanner

of the interpreter reads in from the Direct Access I-code file one record
at a time.

This record is then scanned for the operation code.

Once

the operation code has been determined the scanner branches to a sub¬
scanner tree which continues to read the I-code record.

When the I-code

record has been completely scanned and all variables and daitacohverted
into the internal representation used by the scanner, the execution and
control subroutine are called to process the instruction.

After the sub¬

routine has completed execution control is then returned to the scanner
and new I-code record is interpreted.
*

B1

I-Code Format For Baste Interpreter

Execution Statement:
LET <BASIC FIXED BINARY> = <CONSTANT>

operand

<CONSTANT>

Example ;
LET
LET

A

= 3+4

A(I) = 3+4

LET 1 is the execution subroutine used within the interpreter for this
statement type.
Record col;

The I-code record appears as follows;
1 - 9

Information
LINE
cont; §

where

X =
=
=
=
=
Z

11

12

14

15

16

18-60

0

1

X

Y

Z

U, V, W are free
formated starting at
col 18 and separated
by a single blank.

1 for + Y = ' 1
2 for = *
3 for *
4 for *
5 for =
=

for nondimension
variable
for dimension
variable

Basic Fixed binary variable

U =

constant (variable length)

V =

constant (variable length)

W =

Index of dimensional variable

Execution Statement;
LET<FIX.BIN.VARIABLE> = <FIX. BIN. VAR>
Example :

operand

<FIX. BIN. VAR>

LET

A -= B + C

Handled by LET 1

LET A(l)= B +

C

Record col: '

1-9

11

12

14

15

16

18

20

22

Information .
cont :

LINE #

0

2

X

Y

Z

U

Y

W

where

X, Y,

Z

Same as field of (1)

U

=

Basic Fixed binary variable

V

«

Basic Fix. Bin. variable

W

=

Index of dimensional variable

Execution Statement:

LET<'CHAR.STR.VARIABLE> = (cHAR.STR.)'

operand (cHAR.STR.)

Example:
LET A$ (I) = STR If, ING Handled by LET 2
. LET A$
LET

= STRING

2

Record col:

1 - 9

information

LINE #
cont:

11

12

14

15

16

18-60

0

3
X
Y
Z
U, V, W are free
formated starting
in col. 18 and
separated by a
single blank.

where:
for =
Y = 1 1 non dimension
for 11
variable
= * dimensional
Basic character variable
string variable
CHARACTER STRING (variable length)
CHARACTER STRING (variable length)
Index of the Z character string dimensional variable

X = 6
= 7
Z

=

U =
V =
W =

(4)

Execution Statement
Print ^ Fixed Binary variable^
Example :
Print

A Handled by Print 1

Print

A(I)

Print

1

Record col:

1 - 9

11

12

13

14

16

Information
cont:

LINE#

0

4

X

Y

Z

where

1

X

1

*

(5)

for nondimension variable
for dimensional variable

Y

Basic fixed binary variable

Z

Index of Y Fixed Binary variable

Execution Statement:
Print

{ CHARACTER STRING VARIABLE^

Examples:
Print A$ Handled by Print 2
Print A$ (I)
Print

2

Record col;

1 - 9

11

12

13

14

16

Information
cont:

LINE#

0

5

X

Y

Z

where

X

=

Y
Z

=
=

11

for nondimension variable
*
for dimensional variable
Basic Character string variable
Index of Y character string variable
B4

Execution Statement:
Print# {FILE NUMBEF

, {Character string variable^

Example:
Print # {FILE 6>,

A$ Handled by Print 3

Print 3
Record col;

1 - 9

11

12

14

16-17

Information
cont.

line#

0

6

X

Y

WHERE

X =

Basic character string variable

Y =

file number, right justified
e.g. (5 = 05)

Execution Statement:
Print# {FILE NUMBER^, <BIXED BINARY VARIABLE^
Example
Print# {FILE 10 ,

A Handled by Print 3

Print 3
Record col:

1 - 9

11

12

14

16-17

Information
cont.

line#

0

7

X

Y

where X =

Basic Fixed Binary variable

Y =

File number, right justified

Control Statement:
Pop Stack Handled by control subroutine POP
POP
Record col;

1 - 9

Information
cont.

line#

11

12

0

8

(9)

Control Statement:
Load Stack

Handled by control subroutine Load

Load

(10)

Record col:

1 - 9

11

12

Information
cont. :

Line#

0

9

141516
LINE number right
justified of return
location of Call
Statement

Execution Statement:
SCRATCH <File number)
Example:
SCRATCH <File 10> Handled by SC File
SC FILE

(11)

Record col:

1 - 9

11

12

Information
cont. :

Line#

1

0

14-15
File number right
justified.

Execution Statement:
DATA ^Character String variable^
Example:
DATA A$ Handled by DATA
DATA A$ (I)
DATA
Record col;

1 - 9

11

12

13

14

16

Information
cont. :

line#

1

1

X

Y

Z
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(11) Continued;
where X = ' '
= *

for nondimens Lon variable
for dimensional variable

Y =

Basic character string variable

Z =

Index of Y dimensional variable

(12) Execution Statement:
Read

{Character string variable^

Example:
Read A$ Handled by Read $
Read A$ (I)
Read $
Record col:

1 - 9

11

12

13

14

16

Information
cont* :

line#

1

2

X

Y

Z

where X = ' '
= *

for nondimension variable
for dimensional variable

Y =

Basic character string variable

Z =

Index of Y dimensional variable

(13) Execution Statement
DATA {Fixed Binary Variable^
Example:
DATA A Handled by DATA 1
DATA A(I)
B7

(13)

Continued:

DATA I
Record col:

1-9

11

12

13

14

16

Information
cont. :

line#

1

3

X

Y

Z

where X

=

11

for nondimension variable

= *

(14)

for dimensional variable

Y

=-'

Basic Fixed Binary variable

Z

=

Index of Y dimensional variable

Execution Statement:

READ

^ Fixed Binary variable^

Example :
Read A
Read A(I)
READ

A

Record col:

1-9

11

12

13

14

16

Information
cont. :

line#

1

4

X

Y

Z

where X =

1

' for nondimension variable

*

(15)

for dimensional variable

Y

=

Basic Fixed Binary Variable

Z

=

Index of Y dimensional variable

Execution Statement

DIM ^Fixed Binary Variable (Constant)^
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(15) Continued:
Example:
DIM A (10)

Handled by 26 execution subroutines
DIM A to DIM Z

DIM (A - Z)
Record col:

1 - 9

11

12

14

16-60

Information
cont. :

line#

1

5

X

Y

where X = Basic Fixed Binary diminsional variable
Y = dimension size, free field constant

(16) Execution Statement:
DIM {CHARACTER STRING VARIABLE

(CONSTANT)>

Example:
DIM A$ (10)

Handled by 26 execution subroutines
DIM A to DIM Z $

DIM (A - Z) $
Record col:

1 - 9

11

12

14

16-60

Information
cont. :

line#

1

6

X

Y

where X = Basic Character String dimensional variable
Y =

dimension size, free field constant

(17) Execution Statement:
INPUT # {FILE NUMBER>, {FIXED BINARY VARIABLE^
Example
INPUT # {FILE 10^,

A

Handled by INPUT #
B9

Continued:
INPUT #
Record col:

1 - 9

11

12

14

18-19

Information
cont. :

line#

1

7

X

Y

where X = Basic Fixed Binary Variable
Y = File number, right justified

Execution Statement
INPUT ^CHARACTER STRING VARIABLE^
Example
INPUT A$ Handled by INPUT $
INPUT $
Record col:

1 - 9

11

12

14

Information
cont. :

line#

1

8

X

where X = Basic Character string variable

Execution Statement
INPUT # (FILE NUMBER>,

CHARACTER STRING VARIABLE

Example
INPUT# (FILE 10>,

A$

Handled by INPUT # $

INPUT #$
Record col. :

1 - 9

11

12

14

16-17

Information
cont. :

line#

1

9

X

Y

(19) Continued:
where X = Basic character string variable
Y — File number, right justified

(20) Control Statement
FOR < FIXED BINARY VAR.> = <CONSTANT>

TO {CONSTANT^

Example:
FOR

1 = 1

to 10

Handled by control execution
subroutine FOR

FOR
Record col. :

1 - 9

11

12

14 15 16

18

20 - 60

Information
cont. :

line#

2

0

line #W

X

Y- Z
free field
separated
by a
single blank

where line # W is a repeat of line #.
X = Basic Fixed Binary variable
Y = Initial value of loop increment (constant).
Z

= Final value of loop increment (constant).

(21) Control Statement
GO TO

^line number)

Example
GO

TO 10

Handled by scanner control (LINE#)

Record col. :

1 - 9

11

12

14 15 16

Information
cont. ;

line#

2

1

X

X = line number, right justified (e. g. 10
Bll

010)

(22)

Control Statement
NEXT Handled by scanner control (REC)
NEXT

(23)

Record col. :

1 - 9

11

12

Information
cont. :

line#

2

2

Execution Statement
IF END <FILE NUMBER> , <line number)
Example:
IF END <FILE10^, 20

Handled by IFEND

IF END
Record col.

1 - 9

11

12

14 15

16 17 18

Information
cont. ;

line#

2

3

X

Y

where, X = File number, right justified
Y = Line number, right justified.

(24) Exe cut ion Statement
LET

^Fixed binary^ =

ABS ^Fixed Binary^

Example
LET

A

Handled by scanner PL/l built in
functions

= ABS (B)

ABS
Record col. :
Information
cont. :
where

X =
Y =

1 - 9

11

12

14

16

line#

2

4

X

Y

Basic fixed binary variable
Basic fixed binary variable operated on.
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(25)

Execution Statement
LET < FIXED BINARY}

=

BIN <FIXED BINARY}

Example :
LET

A

=

BIN (B) Handled by scanner PL/l BIN

BIN

(26)

Record col. :

1 - 9

11

12

14

16

Information
cont. :

line#

2

5

X

Y

where X

=

Basic fixed binary variable

Y

=

Basic fixed binary variable operated on.

Execution Statement
LET <A, DIMINSIONAL> = <A, DIMENSIONAL}
<A,

operand

DIMENSIONAL}

Example
LET

A(I)

=

A(J)

+

A(K)

Handled by LET 1

LET
Record col. :

1 - 9

11

12

14

16

17

19

21

Information
cont. :

line#

2

6

X

Y

Z

U

W

where X = 1 for +
= 2 for = 3 for *

Y
Z
U
W

= 4 for

7

= 5 for

=

=
=
=
=

Basic fixed binary dimensional variable
Index I, fixed binary variable
Index J, fixed binary variable
Index K, fixed binary variable
B13

(27) Execution Statement:
LET <A$, DIMENSIONAL> = <A$ DIMENSIONAL> operand
<A$ DIMENSIONAL^
Example:
LET A$ (I) = A$ (J) 11 A$ (K)

Handled by LET 2

LET 2
Record col. :

1 - 9

11

12

14

16

17

19

21

Information
cont. :

line#

2

7

X

Y

X

U

W

where

X

= 6

for II

= 7

for =

Y

=

Basic Character string variable dimensional

Z

=

Index (I),

Fixed Binary variable

u =

Index (J),

Fixed Binary variable

w =

Index (K), Fixed Binary variable

(28) Centrol Statement
POP

STACK F

Handled by control subroutine POP F

POP F
Record col.

1 - 9

11

12

Information
cont. :

line#

2

8

(29) Control Statement
LOAD STACK F

Handled by control subroutine LOAD F

LOAD F

B14

(29)

Continued;
Record col. :

1 - 9

11

12

14-60

Information
cont. :

line#

2

9

X

X

(30)

= line number, free field ended with
single blank.

Execution Statement
IF ^Fixed Binary^

operand {Fixed binary^ {line number^

Example :
IF

A^ B

,

10

Handled by

IF

IF
Record col. :

1 - 9 11

12

14

16

Information
cont. :

line# 3

0

X

Y Z U

X = 1

for ^

JL

2

for

3

for —

4

for

5

for

6

for

£

B15

Y, Z
U

=

18

20-60

= fixed binary variable
line number free field
ended by single blank.
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